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Traction and braking systems deeply affect longitudinal train dynamics, especially when an
extensive blending phase among different pneumatic, electric and magnetic devices is required.
The energy and wear optimization of longitudinal vehicle dynamics has a crucial economic
impact and involves several engineering problems such as wear of braking friction compo-
nents, energy efficiency, thermal load on components, level of safety in degraded or adhesion
conditions (often constrained by the current regulation in force on signaling or other safety
related subsystem).
In this work, an innovative integrated procedure is proposed by the authors to optimize longi-
tudinal train dynamics and traction and braking maneuvers both in terms of energy and wear.
The new approach has been applied to existing test cases and validated with experimental
data.
In particular simulation results are referred to the simulation tests performed on a high speed
train (AnsaldoBreda Emu V250) and on a Tram (Ansaldo Breda Sirio Tram) .
The proposed approach is based on a modular simulation platform in which the sub-models
corresponding to different subsystems can be easily customized, depending on the considered
application, on the availability of technical data and on the homologation process of the com-
ponent. In particular, some data concerning components and their homologation process are
the results of experimental activities which derives from cooperation performed with relevant
industrial partners such as Trenitalia and Italcertifer.

Keywords: railway longitudinal dynamics, traction system, braking system, blending,
energy optimization, energy storage

1. Introduction

The aim of this work is the description of a complete tool developed in Matlab
Simulink environment for the simulation and for the optimization of the railway
traction systems. In particular, the attention is focused on the energy efficiency, on
the thermal loads of traction motors and subsystems and on the wear optimization
of brake discs and pads. The tool is briefly called U-TOT which is the acronym of
University of Florence (UNIFI, Italy)-Traction Optimizer Tool.
The development of efficient numerical models for the simulation and for the opti-
mization of railway vehicle systems is still a research object and has an industrial
interest, as stated by recent contribution available in literature which are typically
focused on different aspects of the problem.
Traction and braking systems deeply affect longitudinal train dynamics, especially
when an extensive blending phase among different pneumatic, electric and mag-
netic devices is required.
In particular the simulation of power vehicle traction systems, including motors
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and power electronics is the object of recent works [1], [2] and [3]. The attention is
focused especially on the following aspects:

• modularity: a modular structure is usually preferred in order to make easier the
customization of the model respect to different vehicles and to traction systems;

• numerical efficiency and real time implementation: models are usually simplified
and optimized for the real time implementation. This requirement is highly im-
portant mainly for two reasons: first, real time optimization is mandatory for
the development of HIL applications or for model based control and diagnostic
systems. The second one is that the dynamical behaviour of electric system is
faster than mechanical ones. As a consequence, in order to perform complex sim-
ulations of the whole system, the numerical resources required by the models of
traction subsystems have to be optimized as much as possible;

• Implementation on high level simulation tools such as Simulink.

For the optimization of traction systems in terms of efficiency, maintenance and
reliability an important role is performed by the simulation of the braking plant.
Indeed the dynamical behavior of the vehicle and its energetic efficiency, are heavily
influenced by the way in which kinetic energy of the train is recovered or dissipated
during the braking phase. Recent contributions concerning these aspects have been
proposed [4], [5] and [6].
More generally, since the characteristics of the vehicle subsystems is assigned, the
optimization of the mission profile in terms of reference speed and performed brak-
ing and tracking maneuvers has been recently studied in several works [7] and [8].
Considering the recent improvements in the technology of energy storage systems
in terms of performances, costs and reliability, more recent works are focused on
the application of this kind of technology. In [9], [10], [12] and [13], main benefits
and drawbacks of different technological solutions are explored. In particular three
different kind of solutions are considered:

• stationary storage systems: energy storage system is placed in parallel to Elec-
trical Substations which feed the contact line;

• on board storage systems: accumulators are placed on vehicles;

• mixed/hybrid systems: both stationary and on board energy storage systems are
implemented.

Further distinctions should be operated in terms of proposed energy storage de-
vices distinguishing among batteries [14], ultra-capacitors [15] and hybrid systems
[16].
Typically, the choice between different technologies is decided through an optimiza-
tion of the characteristics required for the energy storage devices.
In particular, considering the manufacturing advance of lithium based batteries,
most of the recent works are focused on this kind of accumulators, currently neglect-
ing the developments of nano-tubes ultra-capacitors [17] which are still considered
a promising technology but not a standard industrial product.
As stated in [18], the optimal solution is strictly dependent from the considered
application, in which a kinematic study of typical mission profiles of commuters
and high speed trains is used to investigate feasibility and benefits associated to the
combined use of regenerative braking and vehicle hybridization (on board energy
storage devices).
In particular, energy recovery in the braking phase and the use of energy storage
systems are very attractive for urban transport systems, metros and light railways
since typical mission profiles involve low traveling speed and frequent accelerations
and decelerations. As a consequence, accumulators with a relative low storage ca-
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pacity should be frequently used to smooth power absorption peak associated to
traction-acceleration phases and recovered energy produced by regenerative brak-
ing.
For this reason, systematic studies, such as the one proposed by [19], clearly in-
dicate that the application of energy storage systems to urban transport system
should lead to significant energy savings with lower costs respect to the construc-
tion of reversible substations. In addition, high traffic densities associated to urban
transport system often assure a fast recover of the investment especially for fixed
installations.
Also in [20] simulates and analyzes similar solutions in which line voltage is sus-
tained during transients using double layer capacitors.
On the other hand, the application of on board energy storage technologies seems
to be more convenient mainly in two cases:

• discontinuous availability of electric power : in some cases the distribution of
electric power through the overhead line should be discontinuous or absent; in
this case, on board energy storage systems should be quite useful to assure
reliability of the electric power and autonomy of the vehicle.

• hybridization of locomotives: recent studies pointed their attention on the hy-
bridization of locomotives for large freight wagons [21], as a possible option to
reduce fuel consumption and to provide a better overall fuel economy.

However, most of the cited studies focused their attention on energy efficiency
neglecting other complementary aspects for the optimization of traction systems
which are the wear, mainly of the braking components, and the thermal behavior
of both braking and traction equipments (representing an important constraint for
both design and reliability of the whole system).
Another important aspect to be considered, is the possibility of dynamically re-
define the mission profile in terms of traveling speed and acceleration, during the
simulation and optimization process.
As confirmed by the state of art analysis, between the various research papers
currently available in literature, the level of complexity and the general layout of
the models implemented for the mutual optimization of traction systems respect
to mission profiles are highly sensitive to the aims of the proposed simulation sce-
nario, ranging from more general system and infrastructure optimizations to the
verifications of single detailed subsystems.
For this reason, the authors propose a modular approach: the whole simulation
model is designed as a highly customizable library of interchangeable submodels
to meet the requirements of different applications.
Finally in order to perform this kind of simulations there is often the need of col-
lecting large amount of data concerning the behavior of different components, an
activity which usually is quite time consuming and involves a quite big interdis-
ciplinary know-how. Consequently a considerable effort is performed to optimize
the way in which some components are modelled and represented (to exploit the
most possible data and technical information). The experimental data are usually
available as result of the homologation process of railway components for the in-
teroperability and safety assessments.
The work is organized as follows:

• in the chapter 2, the general system architecture and the available models are
represented;

• in the chapter 3, the simulations of the Ansaldo Breda EMU V250 Traction and
Braking Systems are explained. In this part it’s modelled the behaviour of an
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existing High Speed Train in order to preliminary validate some fundamental
subsystems describing the longitudinal dynamics of the train and some comple-
mentary modules such as the virtual driver system;

• in the chapter 4, the combined optimization of energy recovery and the regen-
erative braking system for a tramway system are presented. A second test case
in which the same tool is used to simulate a light tramways and to briefly intro-
duce the additional tools and methodologies that have been introduced for the
simulation and the optimization of energy storage systems.

2. General System Architecture and Avaialable models

In figure 1 the current layout of UTOT (UNIFI Traction Optimization Tool) is
shown: each simulated subsystem corresponds to a Matlab-Simulink Sub-Model
which can be added or removed from the model. Each simulation submodel is
implemented as an Atomic Subsystem (see Matlab-Simulink tech.doc. [22]) so it’s
possible to solve each subsystem with different integration frequencies (adopting
a multi-task solver). Also each subsystem is able to load independently it’s main
input parameter from separated excel or text input files. As a consequence, since
specifications concerning data exchanged between each subsystem are defined it’s
possible to define different customized models of each subsystem, corresponding to
different applications or simply to different level of implementation detail. Also,
if a particular set of result it’s not required, as example calculation of wear of
brake pads and discs, the corresponding simulation sub-model can be removed and
substituted by a dummy one which don’t performed any further calculation saving
computational resources and time. Also a multi-task implementation is the most
suitable solution also for real-time implementation over a multi-processor system
such as a DSPACE one for which authors have a specific previous experience.
In table ROBERTO AGGIUNGILA it’s visible a brief list of the submodels with
the corresponding input-output specifications.
The following additional tools complete the model:

• Mission Designer: a tool for the design of mission profiles including, line design,
altimetry profile, intermediate stations, speed limitations introduced by the sig-
nalling system, and other mission targets or constraints;

• Virtual Driver: a tool able to recreate a near to realistic sequence of manoeuvres
according the simulate state of the line, and of the simulated running condition
of the train. The model should be used to simulate a virtual driver following
differ-ent operating strategy which should be constrained by speed limitations
and interventions curve of on board ATP, ATC (Automatic Train Protection and
Auto-matic Train Control) systems. The system could be forced to a customiz-
able logic of maneuvering which can simulate also unmanned on board systems
such as ATO (Automatic Train Operation).

• Mission-Vehicle Optimizer: it is an automatic iterative procedure for the opti-
mization of mission or vehicle parameters with respect to customizable target
functions such as energetic efficiency, thermal behaviour of critical compo-nents,
different driving strategies corresponding for instance to different blend-ing of
braking (electric and/or pneumatic) and/or to constraints arising from signalling
system. Also a weighted target function considering a mix of different aspect to
be optimized can be defined. Since an optimization procedure per-formed using
an iterative approach can be computationally expensive, parallel computing and
efficient code have been specifically designed for the application. The used algo-
rithms are derived directly from the routines available in Matlab Optimization
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Toolbox for constrained problems [23], [24]. As further option the optimizer could
be also used to perform Montecarlo simulations of scenarios in which some pa-
rameters are randomly perturbed in order to assess the sensitivity or robustness
of the system.

Parts of the developed code could be used for the design of model based con-
trollers and prognostic tools, due to the modular structure of the code and to the
possibility of compiling its modules for different kinds of C or C++ targets.
For instance compiled sub-models of the pro-posed tool could be integrated in dis-
tributed prognostic tools such as the one proposed by Huanhuan [25] in which the
protected system can be managed with respect to a virtual performance calculated
by a simplified model running in real time.

Figure 1. UNIFI Traction Optimization Tool, General Structure and Main Submodels.

Roberto mi crei una tabella dei modelli con colonne input ed output nome mod-
ello, principali funzionalit implementate

3. Simulation of the Ansaldo Breda EMU V250 Traction and Braking
Systems

In order to make more clear use and functionality of the proposed model two
different benchmark test case are proposed.
The first one is referred to the simulation of an high speed train the Ansaldo Breda
EMU V250. Despite to the unlucky commercial history of the Fyra project [27] [28]
which was mainly related to reliability troubles with snowy weather, EMU V250
represent a good benchmark for UTOT mainly for two reasons:

• Layout of the distributed traction and braking system is quite similar to the ones
adopted by new high speed systems , such as, for example the new Bombardier
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Zefiro V300 (operating in Italy as ETR1000) and the Zefiro V380 (operating on
Chinese High Speed Lines).

• lots of experimental data were available from the prolonged experimental activ-
ities to which the train was subjected in order to be fully compliant with TSI
interoperability standards. Experimental Data were quite useful to perform a
preliminary validation of the model.

Considering the features of the simulated train and aim of the simulation, the
modeling of some subsystems was deliberately simplified. In particular all the part
corresponding to the simulation of the overhead line and its interaction with the
vehicle was deliberately simplified since the line is approximated as an ideal voltage
source. Also the model of brake disc and pads is simplified neglecting the wear and
disc temperature calculation.

Figure 2. Simplified Configuration Adopted for the Simulation of AnsaldoBreda EMU V250

3.1. Mechanical Model

The mechanical behaviour of the vehicle is simulated according a quite efficient
mono-dimensional model of the train which has been developed in previous research
activities and described by equation (1):

Ft + Fp + Fc + Fa + Fi = 0, (1)

where the following symbols have been adopted:

• Ft =
n∑
i
Fti is the sum of longitudinal traction efforts on motorized wheels - axles

of the train;

• Fp = −mg sinα ≈ mggi Gravitational contribution due to slope;

• Fc = −mgic Lumped contribution to resistances due to curves and line design;
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• Fi = −miẍ Inertial term;

• Fa = −mgFam = −mg

(
av2 + bv + c

)
.

In particular in order to consider degraded adhesion condition, longitudinal ef-
forts applied to the wheels are saturated to a value that depends on the available
adhesion simulated on the line.
For the pneumatic braking system a simplified model is adopted: a static gain
Gb considering the scaling factor between the driver command and corresponding
braking performance is introduced. Delays and more generally the dynamical be-
havior of the pneumatic braking system is simulated using a non-linear first order
filter (2), whose time constant τ is variable in order to reproduce different dynam-
ical behavior corresponding to different operating condition (service or emergency
braking, release, WSP interventions etc.), which have been developed in a pre-
vious study relative to a complete and accurate model of pneumatic brake plant
[29],[6],[3].

Fb =
Gb

τs+ 1
(2)

Since a trend of modern metro and railway system is the maximization of electric
braking respect to the pneumatic one, also the blending of the two kind of braking
system is modeled considering a mutual dependency of pneumatic and electric
effort, which in the more general condition can be modeled as a function of speed,
load of the vehicles, kind of braking maneuver (service, emergency) and finally
plant failures and degraded conditions.

3.2. Modular Model of On Board Traction System

In order to build up a parametric model of the traction system the reference mod-
els described in figures 3 and 4 for current collection system are assumed. The
electric model aims at evaluating efficiency, thermal behavior, and the main me-
chanical outputs (torque, accelerations), so all the proposed models of the electric
and electro-mechanical components are implemented in terms of mean values, ne-
glecting high frequency transients associated for example to switching of power
electronic devices. Losses due to harmonics are introduced only in terms of tab-
ulated values as a function of frequency, extracted from experimental data or ex-
trapolated from dedicated models of the considered power electronic systems.
The modular approach is based on the concept to describe several components of
the traction system with polynomial approximations directly provided by Ansal-
doBreda. These formulations are obtained through experimental tests and model
the electrical components evaluating the power losses and the power transmitted.
The electrical models aim to reproduce the main mechanical outputs (torque, accel-
erations) and the thermal behavior. The electrical behavior is only simulated in the
steady state (through the polynomial approximations), neglecting high frequency
transients. Losses due to harmonics are introduced only in terms of tabulated values
as a function of frequency.

In particular the following parametric components are modeled:

• motors;

• drive System: including inverters, filters and rectifiers.
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Figure 3. Simplified scheme adopted for eletric traction system operating on DC lines

Figure 4. Simplified scheme adopted for electric traction systems operating on AC lines

3.2.1. Motors

From an electrical point of view, squirrel induction machine motors are modeled
according the approach usually used for simulation and design of vector control
systems [30]. Introducing slight modifications (including mutual induced fluxes be-
tween windings of the two stars), also double star squirrel cage motors should be
modelled, since they are sometimes used in locomotives as the Italian E464 [31].
The electrical response of the stator and the rotor winding circuits (referred to the
rotor frame) of the asynchronous motor are described by (3).


vqs
vds
vqr
vdr

 =


Rs + d

dtLs 0 d
dtLm 0

0 Rs + d
dtLs 0 d

dtLm
d
dtLm −Lmθ̇ Rr + d

dtLr −Lmθ̇

Lmθ̇
d
dtLr Lmθ̇ Rr + d

dtLr

 ·

iqs
ids
iqr
idr

 , (3)
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where vqs, vds are the stator winding voltages on the fictitious stator, vqr, vdr
are the rotor winding voltages, Ls, Lr are respectively the equivalent stator and
the rotor inductances, Rr, Rs are the equivalent rotor and stator resistances, iqs,
ids, iqr, idr are the stator and the rotor currents referred to the d− q frame, Lm is

the magnetizing inductance of the stator and θ̇ is the time derivative of the rotor
angle θ.
The whole architecture of the electrical motor model is described in figure 5.

Figure 5. Electrical Motor Model, interactions between mechanical, electrical and thermal
submodels

As said before, the mechanical speed of the motor is used to calculate the torque.
Starting from the torque applied to the wheel-sets and, considering pure rolling
condition and equivalent transmission ratio, the longitudinal traction efforts are
provided to the dynamical model of the vehicle.
Motor operating conditions in terms of applied voltages and currents are calculated
considering a simplified scheme of vector controller: in particular it is considered
the F.O.C. (Field Oriented Control) scheme in which direct and quadrature com-
ponents of stator currents respect to a synchronous reference are controlled in
order to control both torque and magnetization of the motor as described in [30].
In this work an indirect F.O.C. controller is assumed for asynchronous machines.
Torque and flux references (in case of flux weakening) are calculated considering
driver maneuver and assigned performances of the vehicle both for traction and
electric braking. The dissipated power calculated through the electrical model of
the machine (including magnetization and harmonic losses) is used to calculate
component efficiency; in addition also the thermal power dissipated in the motor is
evaluated (according to the simplified thermal model described by equation (4)).
The temperature value is then used to modify the corresponding impedance of
motor circuits.

(Tmotor − Tambient) =
Wd/Bcool

τtherms+ 1
, (4)

where the following symbols have been adopted:

• τtherm = Ctherm

Bcool
is the time constant associated to the thermal transient of the

component;

• Tmotor, Tambient are the temperatures of motor and ambient;

• Wd is the dissipated power;

• Bcool, Ctherm are the thermal exchange coefficient and capacity.

3.2.2. Inverter, filters and chopper-rectifiers

Motors are fed by inverters. Efficiency and consequently the power dissipated by
the inverter are tabulated as a function of frequency, currents, and corresponding
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switching/operating mode. The electrical models of the inverter, filter and chop-
per are based on the polynomial approximations supplied by the train maker. A
simplified thermal model similar to the one described in (4) is used to calculate a
reference temperature of the components.
Also filters, which are often introduced in the drive system to improve perfor-
mances in terms of current harmonics, are modeled: losses due the impedance of
inductive and capacitive filters (C and LC filters) are modeled considering also the
dissipative effects introduced by bleeder resistances of capacitors. Also in this case
a reference temperature of the component can be optionally calculated using the
first order filter described in (2).
Finally voltage of vehicle DC bus should be fed and stabilized using one, two or
even more multi-phase choppers working as 4Q choppers and/or rectifiers. Chop-
per sub-model is quite simple, since they have to allow an easy customization of
the model, in order to make possible the simulation of different traction schemes,
including for instance more chopper groups in parallel or series (multiphase or mul-
tilevel systems).
In this way despite the simplicity of the adopted model, it is possible to simulate a
wide range of traditional and conventional traction schemes, for example those de-
scribed in [15], [16] or even innovative or uncommon examples as the one described
in [17].
On vehicles operating on AC lines, a transformer is usually installed, as shown in
the simplified scheme of figure (??). From a thermal point of view this may be a
quite critical component, since wrong or excessive optimizations aimed at reducing
weight and dimensions may lead to an under-sized design of the system, which has
to be typically liquid cooled. For this reason the calculation of the power dissipated
on this component is relatively more detailed with respect to other components,
and it takes into account not only the resistive losses on primary, secondary and
auxiliary windings but also of the pumps power dissipated in the cooling circuit.
More generally looses inside static and power converters are usually modeled con-
sidering polynomial relationship respect to current modulus I (rms value) and
frequency ω (almost first harmonic) as example as the one described in (5).

Wd = a0 + aII + aI2I
2 + aωIIω, (5)

where the following symbols have been adopted:

• Wd is the power loss;

• a0, aI , aI2, aωI are the symbols adopted to identify the coefficient of the poly-
nomial relationship;

• I and ω are the symbols to generically describe the current rms value and its
frequency.

For traction inverters, as example, current is also proportional to motor torque
and to the vehicle traction effort while the frequency is proportional to vehicle
speed as a consequence the relation used in this work should be quite similar to
the one proposed in [10].

3.2.3. Mission Profile and Automatic Driver

In most of the tools proposed in literature kinematics of the train is not con-
strained during the simulation but its controlled by a regulator called virtual-
driver. Virtual driver operate as an ATO/ATC (acronyms of Automatic Train
Operation/Control) which regulate traction and braking maneuvers in order to re-
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spect speed and position constraints imposed by line design, signaling and mission
timetable including position and durations of stops at stations.
Since the proposed model has to be used to reciprocally optimize traction systems,
blending of the braking plant and mission speed profiles, the implemented ATO
has to be quite robust respect to the variability of important variables during the
optimization process which should negatively affect his performances both in terms
of stability and precision. It should be also noticed that a chattering of the ATO
control should produce an unrealistic behavior of the system in terms of efficiency,
performances and loads to which are subjected the simulated systems.
For this reason the maneuvering of the train is controlled by a virtual ATO or
driver system which tries to emulate the stability and the smooth control of an ex-
pert human driver. As visible in the scheme of figure 6, the regulator is composed
by two part:

• model based controller: speed limitations imposed by the signaling systems is
treated as a vector of discrete constant values V̄lim which are defined respect
to a discrete vector of position over line xlim to which is associated a change
of the value of the max allowed speed. The toothed speed profile associated to
vectors V lim and xlim is filtered in order to generate a continuous speed reference
Vref (x). Filtering is managed in the following way:
• maximum positive acceleration of the train amax is imposed; calculation of
amax take count of the maximum performances of the traction system including
also the foreseen contribution of tabulated motion resistances such as line slope
(gi);

• also the deceleration of the train during the braking phase is constrained to
follow a deceleration profile dmax. dmax is calculated according nominal braking
performances of the train;

• a more conservative mission profiles can be easily obtained by shaping the
saturated acceleration and deceleration profiles amax and dmax.

Once a continuous reference speed profile Vref is generated the corresponding
maneuvers in terms of traction and braking demands are calculated consider-
ing a simplified model of the train in which most of the non linear phenomena
associated to the simulation of traction and braking subsystems are approxi-
mated considering nominal linearized conditions. Calculated traction and brak-
ing maneuvers are applied to the complete model of the train; an example of the
calculation of the speed reference Vref (x) from Vlim are shown in figure 7.

• speed feedback controller: traction and braking maneuvers calculated by the
model based controller have to be corrected since the full model of the train sim-
ulates many non linear phenomena that are not considered by the model based
controller. For this reason the speed of the simulated train is also controlled by a
speed regulator which slightly adjust the simulated traction and braking maneu-
vers in order to follow the continuous reference speed Vref (x). Speed feedback
controller is a simple PI (Proportional Integral regulator) one. In order to avoid
excessive chattering the controller gains should be gain scheduled respect to the
speed error.

3.3. Preliminary Validation Results: AB EMU V250 running on
Amsterdam Bruxelles line

Main mechanical features of the simulated train AB EMU V250 are shown in table
1.
Since some experimental data taken from runs along the line from Amsterdam and
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Figure 6. Virtual Driver/ATO, Simplified Scheme.

Figure 7. example of calculation of Vref from Vlim discrete values.

Bruxelles were available authors performed some preliminary validation activities.
In particular in figure 8 are reproduced some results concerning the comparison
between the simulated speed of the train during a 200 km run and the corresponding
data. As clearly visible in the figure there is a very good fit of the model in terms of
speed profiles, so it should be easily argued that the virtual driver model perform
quite accurately its work.

Table 1. tabella dati EMUV250 ROberto piazzali te for FSRQs and BL Lacs.

Classa γ1 γ2
b 〈γ〉 G f θc

BL Lacs 5 36 7 −4.0 1.0× 10−2 10◦

FSRQs 5 40 11 −2.3 0.5× 10−2 14◦

aThis is not as accurate, owing to numerical error.
bAn example table footnote to show the text turning over when a long footnote is inserted.

Some other results concerning the models used for power electronics and motors
are shown in figure 9: in particular the figure shows the power absorbed for each
motor, during the simulated mission respect to the corresponding validation data.
Also in this case there is a very good agreement which implies also a good modelling
of motors and power electronics. More generally, some results concerning relative
errors in terms of speed, electric power and pneumatic efforts of the brake which
are generally quite low.
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Figure 8. comparison between simulated speed profile and reference data.

Figure 9. Electric Power absorbed by each traction motor during the simulation (including
losses introduced by inverter and traction system).

Figure 10. Tabella risultati dinamica longitudinale.

In particular in order to improve the fitting of results in terms of braking distances
authors have to improve the modeling of mainly two aspects [6]:

• the blending of electric and pneumatic braking: as visible in figure 11, electric
braking torque is calculated as a tabulated function of the traveling speed and
the pneumatic effort is automatically adjusted in order to obtain the desired
braking performance;

• the friction factor of brake pad has to be tabulated as a function of train speed
and loading conditions as visible in figure 12.
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Figure 11. Blending, traction performances and blending of the pneumatic braking.

Figure 12. Tabulated Friction Factor of Pads as a function of Speed and Train Loading
Condition as specified by TSI regulation in force

The approach proposed for the simulation of the pads variable friction factor and
more generally the braking performances of the train was successfully evaluated
by comparing the relative error in terms of braking distances between simulation
results and a population of about 60 braking performed by the train with different
starting speed, loading and operating conditions.
In figure 13 some results are shown: the graph show the statistical distribution
of relative errors in terms of braking distances between simulation results and
experimental data. The maximum recorded error was about 5.5% and for more
than the half of the test populations errors were far beyond 2%, which should be
considered a very good results considering the uncertainties to which are subjected
experimental tests.
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Figure 13. Cumulative Statistical distribution of relative errors in terms of braking distances
between simulation results and experimental data.

4. Application of an Energy Storage System to a Tramway: the Sirio
Benchmark

As briefly described in the previous sections, a preliminary validation of the main
modules used for the simulation of the train with its subsystem has been pre-
liminary performed considering as benchmark the AnsaldoBredaEMU V250. In
order to further verify the possibility of using the model for the simulation, a sec-
ond group of test was performed considering a Tramway (Sirio) also produced by
AnsaldoBreda.
Sirio Tramway whose main data are visible in table was chosen as benchmark since
there were available some validation data both from previous research activities
with AnsaldoBreda, concerning the tramway of Besancon (France), and from the
literature, in particular from [10],[32],[33] whose works were mainly referred to the
simulation of the Sirio Tramway of Bergamo (Italy).
Main Features of the Sirio Tram are described in table ?? and in figure 14.
The corresponding scheme of the traction system of the tramway correspond to
the one described in figure 3 .

Main Tram Feature:
Mass(Tare− V OM) 42[t]

Mass(AdditionalLoadMass) 17[t]
MaxSpeed 70[km/h]

MaxLong.Effort 75[kN ]
wheelset B0 − 2−B0

Table 2. Main Features of the Simulated Sirio Tram.

Figure 14. Wheelset of the Simulated Tram Sirio.

In order to verify model performances in this work it is considered a reference
speed profile visible in figure 15 with a length of about 8000m.
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For the overhead line is supposed an equivalent cooper section of wires of about
100mm2 whose data were available from literature [34].
In this preliminary work is considered a simplified case in which only one tram is
traveling along the line.

4.1. Test Case Line

Figure 15. Besancon Tramway, simulated speed profile.

Three different configurations considering the applications of different energy
storage technologies are considered:

• nominal configuration: the line section is fed by two power stations. The stations
are supposed to be composed by a transformer and a rectifier, so are modeled
as a voltage source with a diode and an equivalent impedance in series. The
modeled power stations cannot support any regenerative braking of the tram,
as a consequence, in this configuration the simulated tram can perform only
dissipative and or pneumatic braking;

• configuration with stationary energy storage: in this case some energy storage
devices (lithium accumulators) are placed in parallel to power stations. The
application of lithium accumulators over the line and their sizing was previously
evaluated also in [10] which clearly discuss that an higher convenience is reached
when energy storage systems are placed along the line with an optimal spacing
of no more than 2−4km. In the proposed scenario (8km between the two energy
storage systems) authors suppose a lower line impedance whose additional costs
should be compensated by the higher simplicity of the proposed layout;

• hybrid configuration: in this third configuration an on board energy storage sys-
tem is added to the tram: the system is composed by a pack of super-capacitors
corresponding to an equivalent capacity of 8.57 farad whose weight (200-300kg)
is affordable respect to the dimension of the vehicle. Aim of the on board super-
capacitors is only to smooth peak of current and consequently of voltage as-
sociated to regenerative braking. Some data concerning Super-Capacitors and
Batteries are visible in tables 3 and 4.

In order to reduce as much as possible the wear of pads and discs, in all the
three simulation scenarios is supposed to apply mainly electric braking (pneumatic
braking activated only for speeds lower than 3km/h, so it’s used like a parking
brake). This hypothesis is not realistic but feasible mainly for the following reasons:

• performances in terms of maximum traction and braking efforts visible in figure
19 are sufficient;
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Main Features of Super-Capacitors:
CapacityofaSingleCell 3000[F ]
NumberofCellsinSeries 350

Nom.V oltage 2.7[V ]
MaxV oltage 2.85[V ]
MinV oltage 1.4[V ]

Table 3. Main Features of On Board Energy Storage System (Super-Capacitors).

Main Features of Stationary Accumulators:
Nom.CellV oltage 3.7[V ]
Min.CellV oltage 3[V ]
Max.CellV oltage 4.2[V ]
Nom.Current 100[A]

ContinuousDischargeCurrent 800[A]
Nom.DischargeCurrent 1000[A]
PeakDischargeCurrent 1500[A]

EnergyDensity 145[Wh/kg]
Numberofcellsinseries 205

Table 4. Main Features of Stationary Accumulators.

Figure 16. Scenario A: no energy storage installed on the overhead line.

Figure 17. Scenario B: Stationary Accumulators along the line.

Figure 18. Scenario C: Hybrid system, on board super capacitors pack and Stationary Ac-
cumulators along the line.
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• the vehicle wheelseet (B0 − 2 − B0) assure that about the 70% of the vehicle
weight is carried by motorized bogies;

• the required speed profiles involve maximum accelerations and decelerations of
about 1− 1.5ms−2 which correspond to wheel-rail adhesion coefficient of about
0.2 which is quite high but feasible considering the good performances of current
traction and anti-skid systems;

• finally the simulation of the maximum regenerative braking should be considered
more cautious in terms of electrical loads and potential voltage fluctuations to
which is subjected the line.

However a blending strategy of the brake plant of the tram is simulated: pneu-
matic and electric braking are regulated to satisfy mainly two conditions: braking
loads are distributed between bogies in order to be proportional to corresponding
static normal loads (constant ratio between longitudinal and normal forces on wheel
rail interface); on motorized bogies the applied electric braking effort is maximized
respect to the total brake demand. Same simulations are repeated also considering
the mixed application of both pneumatic and electric braking.
As a consequence the total number of evaluated test cases is equal to 6 (A,B,C
Scenarios with maximum regenerative braking or blending).
Since during a run the state of charge of accumulators changes influencing simu-
lation results, simulations are repeated several times, at each simulation run ini-
tialization values are modified according the result of the last one. In this way it’s
possible to verify the robustness of the obtained results respect to some variable
parameters such as the initial state of charge of accumulators and to initialize the
simulation in a more consistent way respect to its physical behavior.

Figure 19. Traction and Braking Performances of the simulated tram (AnsaldoBreda Spec-
ifications [35] for a wheel diameter of 660mm and a nominal line voltage of 750V ).

4.2. Approximated Calculation of Brake Pad Wear

Most of the works available in literature focused their attention to the increase
of energy efficiency due to the application of regenerative braking. However it
should be noticed that optimization in terms of both electric braking and of vehicle
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speed profile, involve a considerable reduction of pads wear and consequently of the
associated pollution as recorded also in [36]. As a consequence it should interesting
to calculate the wear rate of brake pads associated to a simulated mission profile.
In the proposed tool, different models should be used for the calculation of brake
pads, however after some years of research in this field, authors preferred to use
the most simple in which is assumed a direct proportionality between the volume
of removed material Vwear and the dissipated energy Wwear (6):

Vwear = kwearWwear, (6)

where kwear represent the proportionality factor which for commercial organic
brake pads used in the railway sector has typical value of 0.2− 0.3 cm3/MJ .
At the end this simplified approach was preferred mainly for two reasons:

• the same approach is followed by tests on brake pads for their homologation on
dynamometric test rig, as stated for example by fiche UIC 541-3. As a conse-
quence this kind of information can be easily found or required to the maker of
the pad;

• despite to the simplicity of the method extrapolation performed with this kind
of approach are relatively accurate; as example, in figure 20 there is an indi-
rect confirmation of the accuracy of the wear prediction of a test rig respect to
the measurements on vehicles: the value of kwear of two kind of pads (the first
is an UIC approved pad, the second one was not approved) is compared with
the corresponding wear measured in terms of pad thickness reduction respect
to the traveled distance measured on coaches subjected to a constant monitor-
ing; unfortunately the longitudinal dynamics of the experimental coach was not
recorded during the monitoring, however it should be noticed that the wear of
the second pad type is about three times higher respect to the approved one in
both cases. As a consequence this is an indication that at least a good propor-
tionality between results of test rigs and experiments on vehicles should be easily
demonstrated.

Figure 20. Comparison between specific wear rate measured on test rig for two different
kind of pad and the corresponding mean wear measured over a monitored regional coach
of Trenitalia (results of inspection activities).
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4.3. Preliminary Simulation Results

In table 5 are compared mean energy consumptions corresponding to different
simulation scenario. In order to have an idea of the improvement in terms of energy
efficiency of the system it’s also defined an efficiency index ηid defined as the ratio
between an ideal value Eid and the consumed electrical energy E (7).

ηid =
Eid

E
. (7)

In particular the ideal reference value Eid is calculated as the integral of the
mechanical power Wmec transmitted by traction and braking systems to the train.

Eid =

∫
Wmec dt =

∫
T ẋ dt, (8)

where T represents the total longitudinal effort transmitted by wheels to rails
and ẋ the speed. As a consequence Eid represents the ideal amount of energy need
to win the motion resistances of the train neglecting the main losses of the system:

• electrical efficiency of traction motors and power converters;

• losses of braking equipments (full regenerative braking on every axle of the train
without losses);

• mechanical efficiency of gearboxes and transmission systems;

• electrical losses of the overhead line and electrical power stations;

• conversion and discharge losses of energy storage systems.

Looking at results of table 5, it’s clearly noticeable that the introduction of energy
storage systems along the line causes a sensible increase in terms of efficiency of
the system since it allows the application of the regenerative braking. This solution
is highly preferable respect to on board storage systems for the following reasons:

• no or reduced troubles concerning mass and encumbrances respect to an on board
system; bigger and cheaper accumulators should be chosen. Avoiding an increase
of the vehicle mass and a reduction of the useful payload;

• easier maintenance respect to an on board system including protection from
environmental-weather conditions to which is subjected the system;

• the energy storage system should be customized respect to typical traffic and
mission profile and design of the line. As example if the line has a known location
to which is associated an higher power demand. This is particularly true for
example for railway stations, or line intervals with high slopes-gradients.

On the other hand, stationary storage systems implies high peak of power and
currents collected from the line as visible in figure 21 and in figure 22. For this
reason in the third simulation scenario (C) an on board super-capacitor is added:
the energy storage corresponding to the super-capacitors is quite low so weight
and encumbrances are affordable for an existing vehicle. Also most of the energy is
still stored by the stationary system. However the increase in terms of efficiency is
appreciable since there is a reduction of current peaks and more generally of losses
along the line. The effect of super-capacitors is higher during the regenerative brak-
ing phase and near to negligible during traction. This non linear behavior can be
easily explained considering that in this simplified application super-capacitors are
directly connected to the line; as a consequence stored energy depends from the
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squared value of the line voltage. During regenerative braking line voltage is higher
respect to the traction phase, typically 20% or even 30% higher.
Also as visible in figures 23 and 24, the application of super-capacitors on the vehi-
cle clearly reduces line voltage fluctuations measured at the pantograph, thanks to
the smoothing effects introduced by capacitors. This is particular important since
relative fluctuations of line voltages over the 20% are generally not admissible both
from a technical and normative point of view.
Looking at simulations in which regenerative braking is lower (blending with pneu-
matic braking is considered) voltages fluctuations associated to regenerative brak-
ing are lower but still appreciable.
A more flexible and efficient management of energy storage systems should by
achieved by using a power converter (a chopper) to smartly couple the storage
(battery accumulator or supercacitor) to the load of the line. This is a solution
that has been successfully investigated in previous works such as in [10].

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C
Max Reg. Braking Max Reg. Braking Max Reg. Braking Blending Blending Blending

100[MJ ] 65.5[MJ ] 58.8[MJ ] 100[MJ ] 76.5[MJ ] 73.3[MJ ]
ηid = 17.7% ηid = 27% ηid = 30% ηid = 17.7% ηid = 23.2% ηid = 24%

Table 5. Energy Consumptions E [MJ ].

Figure 21. Behavior of Collected Current.

Finally in table 6 some result concerning the wear of pads in different scenarios
(A, B with blending and B with a complete regenerative braking) are shown: in
particular, it is considered the volume of consumed brake pad and consequently of
powder produced in a single run and in a day of service (30 runs a day).
Considering the small dimension of generated particle the impact on the surround-
ing urban environment is not negligible.
It’s interesting to notice that the volume of a single brake pad corresponds to
about 300− 350cm3 of material. As a consequence the pad wear corresponding to
the simulation scenario A is quite important also in terms of maintenance costs.
More generally the use of electric braking and the optimization of the speed profile
of a tram have to consider also this aspect of the problem and not only the ener-
getic efficiency.
In particular electric and regenerative braking should be maximized by reducing
the deceleration of the tram in order to further minimize the quote of pneumatic
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Figure 22. Collected Current, enlarged detail.

Figure 23. Voltages of the Line (measured at pantograph).

Figure 24. Voltages of the line (measured at pantograph),enlarged detail.

braking and to reduce the peak current and voltages to which is subjected the over-
head line. This kind of optimization have to be carefully evaluated since a reduction
of the braking deceleration should produce a significant degradation in terms of
traveling time and consequently on timetables. This effect should be partially com-
pensated by slightly increasing acceleration in the traction phase and maximum
traveling speed, but also this kind of solution have to be carefully evaluated since it
implies an increase in terms of required power during the acceleration of the train
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and kinetic energy that have to be recovered or dissipated in the braking phase.

Scenario A Scenario B with blending Scenario B max reg.braking
18[cm3] 6[cm3] 0(nowear)
540[cm3] 180[cm3] 0(nowear)
daily wear daily wear

(30runs/day) (30runs/day)

Table 6. Wear of pads estimated for a single run and for a day (Kwear = 0.3[cm3/MJ ]).

5. Conclusion and Future Development

In this work has been presented a tool able to simulate and to optimize different
aspects of traction and braking plant.
Respect to previous works in literature the tool is designed to integrate different
modules able to simulate various physical phenomena (electric, mechanical, ther-
mal, etc) which should define the optimization of both braking and traction system
by considering complementary aspects of the problem. In particular the proposed
tool has been used and preliminary validated on two benchmark case studies for
which authors have data both from previous research activities and literature.
In particular in the second benchmark it’s proposed the analysis of different energy
storage systems applied to a known commercial tram, the AnsaldoBreda Sirio.
Results of the preliminary analisys performed considering a part of the Besancon
tramway line indicates that an hybrid storage system composed by stationary ac-
cumulators along the line and a small on board super-capacitor should offer some
interesting advantage in terms of system feasibility and performances.
it’s foreseen in a short time a more accurate investigation including the introduc-
tion of a more sophisticated management of energy storage systems through power
converters and the simulation of more complex scenario with multiple convoys
traveling on the same line.
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